ABSTRACT
APPROACH
Publication-quality gel photos are trimmed to the appropriate size, and one side of a two-sided paper mounting adhesive (Redi-Mount; KAPCO, Kent, OH, USA) is peeled away and applied to the backside of the photo. A metal straight edge and Exact o ™knife are used to trim the paper adhesive to exactly match the edges of the photo. Overhead transparency sheets (XTR 650; Labelon, Canandaigua, NY, USA) or animation cell transparencies are attached with a tape hinge to a crescent matte board that has been cut to the size of the transparency sheet. With the matte board located on the bottom and the transparency on top, the second side of the paper adhesive is peeled away, and the photo is mounted to the outside (top) of the transparency, resulting in the top-to-bottom layers: photo/paper adhesive/transparency/matte board. An image of the gel is made with either a DOS/Windows or Macintosh ® scanner, and the image is saved as a file (TIF, PCX, BMP, EPS, WMF, CGM, GIF, CDR, WPG, HGL or PCT) that can be imported into Microsoft ® Word ™for Windows ® Version 6 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). If the image file is too large for transfer by diskette, it can be resampled by the imaging software to make it smaller, but Microsoft Word for Windows Version 6 does not have Joint Pictures Expert Group (JPEG) compression/decompression capability. After setting Viewto Page Layout to display vertical and horizontal rulers, the Page Set-upis made from Fileto define the print area, and the image is imported into Microsoft Word for Windows Version 6 using Insert followed by Pictureafter making sufficient carriage return entries to provide enough space for labeling at the top of the gel image. Click the mouse on the inserted image, and it is expanded to its real dimensions using the rulers and the drag functions. Alternatively, the Format and Picture dialog box can be used to crop or exactly resize the gel image to specified dimensions. At this point, the gel image is oriented in Microsoft Word for Windows Version 6 so that labels can be added to the image in dimensions precisely aligned with the original gel photo. If a gel has multiple lanes and contains multiple marker standards, labels can be placed over each lane and at each marker that occupies the same size and space on both the monitor and laser copy. Labeling of the gel is done by using the word processor directly when working above the image or by using the drawing toolbar text boxes or call out boxes to precisely anchor identifiers along the vertical axes of the image or at image bottom. Lines with arrows and other drawing objects like triangles or rectangles or freeform shapes can be added from the Format and Drawing Object menu or directly from the drawing toolbar. The spatially oriented labeling can be printed at anytime; however, if the image is cut from the document, printing will be much faster. Moreover, the final spatially oriented labeling should not contain the image, since it will be positioned between the transparency and matte board until its labels align with the gel photo on top of the transparency. If alignment needs to be improved, Edit and Paste are used to transfer the image back from the clipboard with its most recent spatial orientation intact. Adjustments to labeling are then made. Lastly, invisible tape can be used to correctly fasten the final labeling to the matte board beneath the gel photo attached to the transparency. Assembly of the transparency-mounted gel photo and labeling is illustrated in Figure 1 . The labeled gel figure can then be photographed for publication. The final product retains all the advantages of photographic quality, while being capable of quick, editable labeling production.
DISCUSSION
The approach described is of low cost and yields labeled publication-quality gel figures very quickly. Moreover, labeling can be easily revised or modified so that gel photos archived with one set of labels can be quite effortlessly relabeled for publication. A TV camera can be substituted for the flatbed scanner, provided that the image file is acceptable to Word for Windows Version 6. DOS/Windows-based systems will invariably need to be calibrated so that printer output spatially matches real size. This need occurs because so many different video boards, monitors and printers are configured on these systems. Indeed, when drawing tools are used in Word for Windows Version 6, output will vary spatially between different DOS/Windows-based systems and printers. The printer manual documentation should be consulted to determine how to perform this spatial calibration. Conversely, the video boards, monitors and printers for the Macintosh systems are very much less divergent. Consequently, we have had no difficulty applying the approach described using Word for Windows Version 6 without prior calibration using 6100/66 DOS-compatible Power Macintoshes (16 Mbytes memory, 500 Mbytes hard drive, 15-inch Apple Multisync monitor) and several Apple laser printers (Laser Writer ™II, Laser Writer 16/600 PS and Laser Writer Pro; Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA, USA).
